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(Read at Okeharnptou, July, 1895,)

" TflERE stauds a castle," arc the words in which the
Domesday scribe first records on the pages of history the
existence of the fortalice of Baldwin the Sheriff, the chief
seat of his great Honour aud Barony of Ohehampton. And
what rvas true eight hundred years ago is true still.
" There stands a castle " yet. That in its earlier clays this
was of much local importance, iu its command of the country
to the immediate north and east of Dartmoor, follows of
necessity from its situation, but record is absolutely silent as

to its having ever played any leading part in the strifes and
wars of the Middle Ages. We have scant note of its builders,
and less than a dozen lines would tell all that has been
clearly handed, down to us concerning it, from its first
mention in Dontestluy to the note of its dismantling in the
sixteenth century. When we have said that it passed from
the Redverses to the Courtenays, from the Courtenays to the
Mohuns; and so, through Savilles and Vyvyans, to its present
os/ner, Mr. Reddaway, we have really said about everything
that is really needful, or, indeed, possible. All that remains
to add is that, since it was a residence, it has uever been in
more heedful hands than those of the gentlemau to whom the
public are iudebted alike for needful conservation and liberal
access, and I for the special courtesies which have made the
writing of this paper possible.

Okehampton Castle differs from the other ancient castles
of Devon in several noteworthy features. Most of the
Norman fortalices, whether in this county or in Cornwall,
have round shell keeps-as at Plympton and Totnes,
Restormel anil Launceston, may be seen to this day. The
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lypical- Norman castles, with the true square keeps, were
fewer in number, but as a rule, of grEater coriparative
importance. Among them, that of Okehampton 6ccupies
what gay-be-regarded as a middle position. Irlore imporfant
than Lydford iu its adjuncts, it- musb have been- much
inferior to Exeter-Rougemont; nor in its later phases can
it. ever have connpared with the other Courteniy holil at
Tiverton, as a residence with their present seat a[ Powder-
ham, or in extent and defensive power with the stronghold
of the Pomeroys at Berry. Never[heless, in the early M"iddle
Ages, it must have been regarded as a place of 

-uo 
little

strength and- dignity, when the Courtenays had completecl
what the Redverses begun.

Of some of the Norman castles, specially those rvith
the sheil-keeps, we may be pretty sure that they occupied
the site of Saxon strengths, which may, to some eitent, 6ave
dictated their plan. This was certainly so at Plympton and
Totnes and Launceston ?nd Barnstaple. Okefiampton,
however, seems to be purely of Nonuan origin. The-site,
indeed, is one that might have been chosen by the Saxon i
but in the West, at any rate, he would never have undertaken
the heavy work of cutting through the spur of the hill to
isolate_the-keep, on which its main strength depended. He
had alreacly fortified his "tun" in the-fork of the twin
tivers, and before that had erected his stockade on the
upland (Halstock), and a fortalice on the castle hill would
have been of no use to him for the safeguard of his local
interests. With the Norman, needing a centre of jurisdiction,
the case was different. He had to keep in order,'rather than
defend. His protective ideas were in the rnain confinerl
to himself.

It is not quite easy to say what the full plan of the
castle in its complete form may have been. The castle hill
is cut off from the spur of the high land, of which it forms
the eastern point, by a deep notch through the solid slate
rock on the west. It is steeply scarped to the north aucl
south- (where the West Okement formed a moat) ; and is ap-
proach-ed by a m^ore gradual slope, still sharp, however, oniy
from the east. On the crest of the hill thus isolated stanh
the-grim ruins of the keep, on a mouncl which may be partly
artilicial in height, as it certainly is in form. Oou,n th-e
slope to the eastward, connected with the mound by curtain
walls, are the remains of bwo rauges of buildings, uorth
ancl south, with a narrowing yard, between them leading
to the main gateway. Beyond this gateway, further t6
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the eastward siill, at the foot of the hiII, and on the level
of the ancient river bank, are fragments of the outer gate
or barbican.

Now, while it is perfectly clear that the keep was
defensible in itself, aud that the inner courtyard, with its
double set of buildings, and its curtain walls, formed witlt
the keep a complete fortalice, well protected by the escarp-
rnent-no doubt stockaded-from any sudden abtack, it is
by no meaus so clear that it rvould have held a garrison
or munilions capable of standing even a short siege. If,
however, the barbican gate, instead of being merely an
outrvorh for the main entrance, formed part of a still larger
external mural cincture enclosing the whole, there woulcl
have been plenty of room to accornmodate a fairly large
garrison in the wooden shellers which comrnonly formed
the abodes of the medi.rval rank and file. I am bound,
however, to say that I have been unable to satis{y myse}f
that such a complete line of exterior defeuce existecl; or that
the main building ever consisted of much more than one
sees, or can trace, of tbe keep and the two wings, of what I
should perhaps cali, somervhat by courtesy, the base court.
The barbican vas, of course, much more ertensive than norv
appears.

On the age of the castle, the structural indications are
distinct. The oldest part of the edifice is the keep ; the most
recent that portion of the southern block which contains the
reurains of the chapel; and they date architecturally from
the Norman to the Early English periods-or, say, from the
eleventh to nearly the close of the thirteenth centuries.
Dontesclay, of course, is clear that a castle of some kind had
been erected before 1086. William of Worcester, who
visited this " famous castle," as he calls ii, iu 1478, when it
was intact, records-no doubt on what he thoughb gootl
auth.ority-that it was built by " Thomas, the first Courtenay
earl." 'Ihis, however, was clearly not the case, equally on
the evidence of history and of structure, and I was once
inclined, therefore, to adopt the suggestion of Grose, that
Thomas simply carried out what may have been somewhat
extensive repairs and modifications, the main features of the
structure remaining as he found them, But it is far more

likgly the fact that, it was held by Thomas Courtenay at
IMilliam's visit, is responsible for his slip, and that he'was
right in ascribing the main body of the fabric to the true
first Courtenay earl, Hugh, who succeeded in 1292, on the
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death of Isabella de tr'ortibus-a date which fits in excellently
rvith the architectural character of the later edifice.

I at one time held that no part of Baldwin's work re-
mained, but I am now convinced not only that the lower
portion of the keep walls is essentially Norman, but NorIan
ihat may well bs of his time. Close inspection will sho'w
that the northern wall is certainly the oldest parb of the
structure, as it stands, and it will be noticecl also that in this
wall, and some of the lorver parts of the keep walls else-
where, the materials largely consist, of water-worn stones
from the river-bed below, while the upper portions of the
walls (like the walls of the castle generally) are built of the
massive native slate. Evidently the original masons took
the materials they could get with the least trouble, antl that
1ay nearest to hand. These walls aYerage near the base

something near seven feet in thickness, and ate, therefore, of
great strength in proportion to the size of the structure.- The keep is rectangular in plan, with the longer a,xis

east and west, in two sections, now divided from each other
by gaps in the walls north and south. The eastern section,
uiorboveq is broacler than the western, and may have been
an addition in some sort to the original building. In its final
form the keep consisted of two rooms below ancl two above.
entered by a low - pointecl doorway in the norbh-eastern
corner, immediately rvithin which, on the north, a flight of
stone steps in the wall led to the upper floor and. to the roof,
The cavi[ies for the sliding bar which fastened. the outer door
still remain; and both the arches of the external doorway
and" the stair opening are intact, with the arch on the inner
side of the porch or passage in the thickness of the wall. A
doorway, Io*er, bui of similar character, lecl from the outer
into the inner apartment on the ground floor; and thjs latter
division I have been somewhat inclined to regard as the
original keep, on to which the outer section was first grafted
by-Redvers, and mod.ified by Courtenay. But there is no
certain evidence.

This inner apartment is 26 feet by 16, ancl is lit on the
ground floor by three deeply-splayed windows, with small
6penings, in tlie north, welt, and south walls respectively,
t[e doorway being the only opening on the east. The
northern window ii round-headed, in rubble masonry with-
out dressings. The eastern and southern are semi-pointed,
and. may have been altered, in rebuilding, from the uorthern
form; while the southern has been partially blocked out-
ward by granite dressings, so as to reduoe it to a longitudinal
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slit once containing irou bars. There are remains of similar
dressings in the northern.

Nine joists, supported by two transverse beams, carried the
floor of the upper room. Ilere there is another windorv iu
the north wall, immediately over that below. The south wall
contains a fireplace and a large window, both rvith dressings.
The r,r,est waII another large window, and a rude lancet arch
in granite, giving entrance to a garderobe in the northern
corner. A roof corbel remains. There are a goocl many
patches of plastering.

Tlre outer chamber is the larger of bhe ttto, 22 feet by 22,
on the ground {1oor; but the u,alls are so broken away on
each outer side, that is irnpossible to say rnore than tliat
it appears to have been lightecl much after the sarne fashion
as the inner' - certainly on the south - rvhile there was
a rvindorv also on the east. Nor can we say whether it
contained a fireplace, like its neighbour, above. There are,
however, the rernains of a second garderobe on the south,
wrought in the thickness of the wail; and the drains to both
are complete. The upper apartments were somer,vhat bigger
than the lower, because the thickness of the middle wall was
reduced at the floor level. The defence must have been from
the roof, to which the newel stair gave access; and at the
head of the staircase there is just one fragrnent of the
battlements. In case of a siege before the rest of the casble
was built, or a,s a last place of refuge, the cluarters of the
garrison must have been excessively inconvenient, and their
capacitv for storage of provisions and munitions of war ve1'y
smal1.

The keep is, at present, approached from belor,v by a
winding path, but a sketch of the castle, taken by T. H.
IMilliams, early iu the century, seems to shew traces of a
sunken rvay, which would, of course, be provided with steps,
and in the absence of rvhich, indeed, the access to the keep
would be exposed to the missiles of the assailants. Some
sort of protected access, in later days at any rate, there must
have been.

We have now to deal with the main buildings. These,
as has already been said, form two ranges, or blocks, on the
north and south of a long and narrow base court, triangular
in plan, in consequence of their convergence on the main
gateway at the eastern end. AI1 these buildings are
essentially of one period and styIe, though f am not sure
that they tollow one original design.
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The main feature of the northern range is the great hall,
with the solar, or lord's chamber, over the usual undercroft,
or cellar, at its upper (western) end. This is the only part
of the northern section of the castle that is substantially
intact. The haII was a fine apartment, 45 ft. in length by
25 in breadth ; and was lit by two large winclows in the
southern wall, to the west of which was the entrance, a

boldly-moulded granite doorway, 4 ft. 41t in. in width. At
the lower end of the hall, iu the south-eastern corner, a
doorway leads into what was a staircase-turret, lit by a

loop, which gave access to the roof. A few of the lower
steis remain, and some fragments of fallen- masonry. It
rvas at this end, in halls of later date, that the l<itchen and'

butterv wele approached ; but the hall is characteristically
twelftl century in plan, and there are no existing traces of
o{fices of that, or any sort, in the space between the end
of the hall and the main gateway, the walI of which, on this
northern side, is much ruinated' These of{ices, therefore,
must either have been of small slructural impoltance, or of
a mere temporary character. A doorway at the upper- end
of the hall,-in the south-western corner, leads on the level
into the cellar, 14 ft. by 25, lit on the soulh by a splayed
loop, and on the wesl by a loop and a window of larger
siz6. The northern wall is broken, and its indications
doubtful. This chamber was enterecl fiom outside by steps.

through a doorrvay in the north-wesi corner, the dressings
of which still retain the tool marks.

Above the cellar are the remains of ihe lord's chamber, lit
by a windorv on the south, and containing a window, flre-
piace, and garderobe on the west. The 

-g_arderobe 
is lbrmed

in a little projection from the main building, lit b-y a 1oop,
and has apparently been cut off from the chambe.r !X a

structural screen o-f some kind, the broken chase of which
remains. It is not cluite clear how the room was reached,
but the wall between it and the haII is so brolcen down, that
a stair might very weII have been carried up from the dais in
connection with the space apparently screened off-a common
arrangement. There are fragments of masonry in the- north-
eastern corner of the cellar, which look like steps leading up
to the dais. If what they seem, there may have been a
wooclen stair to the solar. Torvards the centre of the hall
are what may be the rentains of the hearth.

The hall and its adjuncts are separated frorn the building
to the west by a narrow passage, which has been -regarded as

forming a kind of private approach. There are, however, no
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traces of any gate-aud it is evident that the passage owes
its origin to the fact that the halL is isolated. There must,
therefore, have been some meaus of defence here. In fact,
the absence of distinctive defensive works in this block
of the buildings, is very striking. Aud whether there was
ever an exterior cincture in conneetion with the barbicau or
not ; ib is quite evident that a rvall must have continued from
the rnain gateway, round the haIl to the keep n:ound, forming
a narrow, but uo doubt effective, rampart. On the south, the
buildings themselves form the enclosure; and I think the need
of this special work on the norih, helps the conclusion that
the hall was the earliest work of recpnstruction. To the west
of this passage are the ruins of a square building, with no
noteworthy characteristiss remaining, and from this the
remains of a curtain vall run to the rnound of the keep.

The southern range is much more extensive and complete
than the northern, and includes several interesting features.
The eastern end and by far the greater portion of the
southern face are intact and picturesque; and it is quite
clear that when both sides of the gateway were standing,
this portion of the castle must have had a very bold and
dignilied appearance. It rvill be convenient for the purposes
of description to deal with this range as two sections-the
eastern containing the guard and residential chambers, and
the western the chapei.

This eastern section consists of a two-storied block of
buildings, the upper floor of which is approached by a door-
way from the exterior, immediately north of the chapel; the
rooms communicating with each other. To the ground.
floor there are two entrances, and. there was no internal
connection between the separate apartments thus approacheil

-the eastern, nearest the gate, were certainly the guard-
rooms; the western may very well have been used, at any
rate occasionailS as a place of ward.

The guard-rooms consisted of two chambers, each about
l-7 feet in width, the one 30 ft. 6 in., and the other 21 ft.
in length. The western of these has a garderobe, built out
in a square tunet with similar accommodation for both
floors, ancl lit by a small arrow-slit on the eastern face. The
entrance to the garderobe is in the southern wall at the
western corner; and to the east of this is a deeply splayed
pointed window, which ends in a rectangular loop. The
state of the northern wall prevents our ascertaining how the
room was lit on that side. The eastern or outer guard-room
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is lit on the south by two squ.arecl-looped wiudows, _pointed
within. A doorrvay-in the north-eastern corner leads from
this room into a small chamber in the gate-tower, 9 ft. 9 in.
by 6ft. 6 in., which formed the porter's lodge or look-out,-a
Ioop window in the eastern wall commancling the, approach.
Above this chamber there is one precisely similar in the
upper story (the floor, of course, is gone), and it is note-
worthy that this is the only part of the fabric that retains
its ro'of, which is support6d 

-by three massive stone ribs.
A deep recess in the southern wall coniinues from one
room iuto the other, and in its present form is somervhat
puzzling.- 

The western room of the ground floor section of this block

-28 
ft. by 17 ft 3 in.-is entered, like the adjacent guard-

chambers, by a doorway in the northern wa1l, in the extreme
north-westein corne . 

- It is lit by two deeply splayed
windows of the usual small type, one in the south walI,
slightly pointed, and one in the north, the outer dressings of
rvhich retain the holes in which iron bars were formerly set'
There is a garderobe forming part of the external turret
already noted, opening from the eastern end of the south
wall.

The upper suite of rooms, as already explained, is entered
from the exterior by a doorway in the angle of the western
waIl, which projects beyond the chapel, originally approached
by steps. So far as catr be seen they correspond in size and
number with the rooms below, the doorways in the partitions
being uext the southern wa1l, with the exception o_f the
doorway into the little chamber above the porter's lodge,
which is directly over that below.

The southern wall of the western chamber of this suite
contains in succession, going eastward, a window much larger
than the one below (following the castle rule), a fireplace, and
a garderobe entered like its companions by a lancet doorway

-trhs 
6u11s1 thus containing a set of four' The southern -

wall of the second chamber contains in like succes$ion a

garilerobe, winclow, and firep1ace, the chimney from _wh1ch
is Uolaty corbelled on the exterior. The window had a

traceried head and a stone seat formed in the sill. The
northern waII of aII three is mainly in a state of ruin.
These rooms were the principal residential part of the castle
in its latest form. It is quite possible that the small
chamber was an oratory or private chapel. IMhat appears
to be a corbel from below has a drain, and may well have
been a piscina, though unusually placed.
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At the lvestern end of the group of chambers is what
is commonly hnown as the chapel, but this is evidently
a portion of a larger structure, rvhich has, perhaps for the
most part, disappeared. The orientabion is clearly dictated
by the lines of the main body of this section of the castle,
being N.E. ancl S.\Y. It is 14 feet in width by 20 in
length, and has a two-light windorv, with the remains of
traceried heads, in eash side wa1l, and a very elegant trefoil
headed piscina in the southern rva1l, of good Early English
type, but rather late, corresponding with the fragments of
the window tracery. As the east wali of the chancel is
the west 'wall of the guard-roour bloch there is no east
window. The position of the piscina shows that the floor
must have been consiclerably above the present level of
the ground. At the western end of the north chancel
wall are the remains of one sicle, with the springing of what
rvas evidently another windorv, but beyond this, whether
to the north or sout\ there are only a few fallen masses
of masonry, of which nothing can be made.

On the south, however, the wa11 is continued" at right
angles, transeptal fashion, to the remains of a small chamber
in a projecting square tower, which contains an arrow
slit. It is not at all improbable-in fact, most likely-that
the residence of the priest, or chaplain, was here, but the
whole of this part of the fabric is too much ruined, broken
down, in fact, nearly to the foundations, to a1low of any
very definite deductions. It does not seem, however, to
have been part of the chapel, which probably consisted
of little if anything more than the present chancel and area
connected with an extension westward. Several of the roof
corbels remain in the chapel, and the walls are battlemented.

At the western end of ihe chapel, and its adjacent tower,
there is a gap broken in the outer wall, which commences
again at the corner of a chamber that has almost wholly
disappeared, but still contains the remains of another
garderobe. There was a two-storied building here, continued
by the curtain wall to the lieep rnound, completing the
enclosure, but very little can be made of it beyond the fact
that there are two posterns-oue in what appearc to have
been the building, approached from within by a flight of
steps, and the other in the curtain wall. The former has
a kind of projecting penthouse hood on the exterior.

The dressings vary in material, from ordinary granite
to a line working elvan, aud a close reddish grit which
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I learn comes from Hathelleigh, and which in some parts, as

elsewhere noted, retains the tool marks. This stone was

used. for the tracery of the chancel windows, and the piscina
appears to be oi kindred material. Yet, in spite of its
ei6ellent state of preservation, it is so free l'orking that it is
easily cut with a linife, as the well-known inscription by oue

of th"e French prisoners of war, internecl at Okehampton early
in this centur!, testifies: "Hic V--t fuit captivus-belli,
L809." The eariy masonrv is very massive ancl solid, and
much of the laier shows very good. work. The granite
dressings are the rudest, but this may qujtg as much be due

to the lefractory character of the material, as to any note-
lvorthy want of 

-skill 
on the part of the workmen, though it

is mo-st probable that the different dressing materials are
indicative in the main of different periods of operation.

The general cotrclusions which I draw from the structural
charact6r of the remaius, with such slight aicl as history
affords, may be summed up very sh-ortly. Baldwin the
Sheriff, in ihe first place isolatecl and scarped -the- castle
mound, and reared thereon a square keep, of which the base

of the western section of the preseut keep is essentially part,
the northern wall shewing some of his work practically
intact. Somewhat later, 6ut still in Norman times, the
eastern section of the keep was added' IMe have no clear
trace of what other buildlngs there may then have been
on the slopes below, now o-ccupied by -the main body. of
the castle,-aud possibly they were neither very extensive
nor permanent in charicter. Be that as it may, they have
ail disappeared. There must, however, have come a time
during [[e continuance of the Beclvers lordship, when. the
need of better residential accommodation than the keep

afforded must have been urgent; and to that period, it seems

to me, belong, at least in inception and origin, the nortlern
range of buil-dings, especially the haII and its adjuncts, *I-tgh
cari! out, as I have- said, precisely the customary twelfth-
centurv plan of such structures. Of course, there must also
have 6e6o other buildings completing the enclosure on the
south, but of their character we have less direcb eviclence.
$inally, in the early days of tle Courtenay- regime-per-
haps 

-commencing with Isabella de Fortibus, Bess of
I{alrdwick is not the only great lady builder-towards the
end of the thirteenth century, this northern block was
rebuilt, with its elegant chapel, and a suite of resiciential
apartments for the lotd and his family, which in'uhese days
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would have been regardecl as " exceeding magnifical," while
the whole of the elder buildings that were retiined, the keep
included, were reconstructed, and brought into harmony with
the new work. There were, of couise, minor stages and
subsecluent changes, but these seem to me the main Teatures
in the structural history of the Castle of O}<ehampton. It
rnay be that the judicious clearing out of the ioil and
rubbish, which has in the course of- senturies accumulated
to a considerable extent in some of the chambers, would
throw further light upon many interesting cletails, but I do
not think it would add materially to oui knowledge of the
main facts.
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